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AP COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT Content China European Union Iran Mexico Russia Britain Back to Block III RSS Feed provided by other links for Nigeria Five community students are already meeting with new friends, starting study groups, and sharing tons of opportunities for other high school
students. Soon the five-member community will be on a whole new platform where you can share, save and organize your learning links and lead study groups among other students!
AP Comparative Government and Politics introduces students to the rich diversity of political life outside the United
States. The course uses a comparative approach to explore the political structures, policies and political, economic and social challenges of six elected countries: China, Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Russia and the United Kingdom. Students compare the effectiveness of approaches to many global issues by
studying how different governments solve similar problems. They will also engage in disciplinary practices that require them to read and interpret data, compare and apply, and develop evidence-based arguments. In this course, students will draw on knowledge and skills from World History to study the
five main themes of this course: strength and authority; legitimacy and stability; democratization; internal and external forces; methods of political analysis. Students are encouraged to share their ideas, analyze data, explore and explain current events in context, and communicate effectively. This AP
course is the equivalent of a college-level admissions course on comparative policy. More information about the course can be found in the College Board's course description and exam (PDF). PrerequisitesWorld History II (recommended)Text of courses and materialsSoon policy: internal responses to
global challenges ISBN-10: 1337-55480-4 (10th edition) or ISBN-TH13: 978-9386858924 (new 10th edition) Wadsworth Cengage LearningOptional (strongly recommended)AP Comparative Government and Politics: an important tutorial and tutorial, 9th edition of ISBN: 978-1732141032 Woodyard
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